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Abstract

In this paper, a simple framework for multi-view video synopsis is
introduced by combining both the benefits of video summarization and
video synopsis. While video summarization includes the important actions
of an original video, video synopsis, on the other hand, simultaneously
displays multiple objects from different intervals of time. To create a
multi-view video synopsis, the objects in the field-of-views of all the
cameras are shown in a common background plane. All the moving objects
are detected, prioritized based on their actions, and only important
objects are included in the final synopsis video. The proposed framework
is evaluated using two datasets and is compared with existing techniques,
which shows a significant reduction in synopsis length with the proper
inclusion of important objects.
Key words: Video Synopsis, Multi-view video, Multi-camera Network,
Video Summarization

1 Introduction

Creating a synopsis of a long video without missing any important information
and keeping the video length shorter is a challenging task. With multiple
cameras, the video summarization becomes more challenging, and the existing
single video summarization or video synopsis techniques can not directly be
applied to multi-view videos. Ou et al., in their work have proposed a multi-view
video summarization for wireless video sensor network [1]. Each sensor in
the network prepares a summary of its view. View-selection algorithm takes
selective frames from each summary to create a multi-view video synopsis.
In another summarization scheme proposed by Park et al. [2], a user has to
input the degree of interest for each event, person, and object, which are used
for decision making and ranking them using the fuzzy inference engine. Leo
and Manjunath have proposed two methods for summarizing videos by giving
importance to actions and presenting the summary stroboscopically [3, 4]. Fu
et al. have made summarization as a graph labeling task by constructing a
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spatiotemporal graph from the input video [5]. An object-based summarization
method is proposed by Silva et al. [6], which keeps track of the object’s entry
time, exit time, and important actions performed in the room. A video synopsis
technique for single camera is proposed by Rav-Acha et al., in which the objects
are shifted along the temporal axis and represented simultaneously, keeping
spatial locations unchanged [7].

In the existing video summarization methods, the complexity of object
representation increases with the increase in the number of moving objects as
well as with the addition of new cameras to the existing multi-camera network
infrastructure. The proposed multi-view video synopsis framework is built
upon the existing single camera based video synopsis framework, proposed
by Rav-Acha [7]. The proposed framework not only creates a synopsis for
multi-view videos but also accommodates important actions with optimized
video length.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed framework is
introduced in Section 2. Simulation results are discussed in Section 3. Finally,
Section 4 presents the concluding remarks.

2 Proposed Framework

The proposed framework creates a video synopsis by taking multi-view videos
as input. The framework incorporates the advantages of both video synopsis
and video summarization. It represents objects in the synopsis by shifting them
on the temporal axis without changing their spatial location. It includes only
those objects that are performing important actions. This leads to a significant
reduction in video length. The block diagram of the proposed framework,
as shown in Fig. 1, has five stages; common background creation, common
plane correspondence, object detection, action recognition, and dynamic video
synopsis. The first three stages utilize existing schemes and our proposition
thrusts on action recognition and dynamic multi-view video synopsis. The
following subsections explains each stage in sequel.

Figure 1: Framework for Multi-view Video Synopsis

2.1 Common Background Creation

Multi-view videos are acquired through multiple cameras. Objects in such
videos may appear simultaneously in more than one views. Objects may also
exit the field of view (FoV) of one camera and enter the FoV of another camera.
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Figure 2: (a) The top view representation of the surveillance area for PETS
2009 dataset. (b) The common background plane of the indoor surveillance
site where the shaded region represents non-walkable area and white represents
walkable floor.

In our simulation, static cameras are used and, therefore, each camera has its
own FoV with a static background. Hence, a common background is necessary
to represent the objects in the synopsis. One of the intuitive ideas is to create a
top view of the site from where multi-view videos are acquired. Google Map has
been used in our simulation to create a top view of the site for outdoor sequences,
and a floor plan has been drawn for indoor videos. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of
common background obtained from Google Map for PETS 2009 dataset [8]. Fig.
2(b) depicts the floor plan of our laboratory as common background plane of an
indoor surveillance. This creation of the common background plane is one-time
process and can easily be modified with the scaling of the multi-camera network.

2.2 View and Common Ground Plane Correspondence

Each camera in a multi-camera network has its coordinate system. These
coordinate systems are needed to be mapped to a common coordinate. In
other words, they are needed to be mapped to the common background. In
this simulation, the homographic technique is used to achieve this mapping [9].

In homographic technique two images of the same planar surface can be
related by a homography matrix. Homographic relation between two points X
and X ′ on two images can be written as,

(u v 1)
T

= H (x y 1)
T

(1)

where (u v 1)T represents X ′, (x y 1)T represents X and H is the homography
matrix. The transformed coordinates are given by,

u = h1x+h2y+h3

h7x+h8y+1

v = h4x+h5y+h6

h7x+h8y+1

 (2)

The above equation set (2) are solved for eight unknown (h1, h2, · · · , h8) by
incorporating four-point correspondences between common background plane
and each camera. This process of correspondence matching is done only once
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in the setup phase. Unless there is any major change in FoV or position of the
camera, the correspondence matching does not require any change.

2.3 Moving Object Detection and Localization

Each object in the video needs a representation in the synopsis. Therefore,
objects in the video require detection before they can be processed further. The
proposed multi-view video synopsis is restricted to only humans. Hence, the
detected objects need further processing to categorize them as human. One of
our earlier work has been used for human detection in video [10]. It uses fuzzy
inference system to model the background, which is then subtracted from each
frame to detect objects. Each detected objects is tested with its contour to
verify whether it is human.

2.4 Action Recognition and Prioritization

In video synopsis, action recognition and prioritization give the flexibility of
including important actions and thereby making the synopsis short. Six different
shape features are extracted from each human silhouette detected from the
previous step, height of bounding box, width of bounding box, center of gravity,
width of upper half of the body, width of middle part of the body, and width
of lower part of the body. Fig. 3 depicts the different shape based features
extracted from silhouette.

After the feature extraction phase, the actions performed by all objects are
classified using multiple kernel learning (SimpleMKL [11]). Let L = {xi, yi}li=1

be the learning set where xi ∈ X(input space) and yi ∈ T (target set). The
solution of kernel learning takes the form,

f(x) =

l∑
i=1

α∗iK(x, xi) + b∗ (3)

where α∗i , b∗ are some coefficient to be learned from learning set L and K(·)
is a positive definite kernel associated with a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS) H. In MKL, the kernel K(x, x′) is a convex combination of basis

Figure 3: Six different features extracted from a silhouette
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kernels.

K(x, x′) =

M∑
m=1

dmKm(x, x′) (4)

with dm ≥ 0,
∑M

m=1 dm = 1,where M is the total number of kernels, Km is any
classical kernels, and dm is the weight. Learning both coefficients αi and dm
in a single optimization problem is called MKL. The optimization problem for
SimpleMKL is given by,

min
d
J(d) such that

M∑
m=1

dm = 1, dm ≥ 0 (5)

where J(d) = min 1
2

∑
1
dm
||fm||2Hm

+ C
∑

i ξi, ∀i
such that yi

∑
m fm(xi) + yib ≥ 1− ξi and ξi ≥ 0, ∀i

The optimization problem can be solved using general SVM approach.
Gaussian and Polynomial kernels are used in multiple kernel learning for
classifying seven different actions such as walking, running, bending, jumping,
handshake, one hand wave, and both hands wave. The prioritization of actions
is purely based on the type of surveillance. The actions that are abnormal are
included under the high-priority group.

2.5 Dynamic Video Synopsis Generation

Multi-view video synopsis is a synthesized video obtained by superimposing
circles as object identifiers upon a common background plane. Each circle is
timestamped to know the appearance of the corresponding object in the original
video. Like single-view video synopsis, the proposed multi-view video synopsis
shifts all the objects performing important actions along the temporal axis. The
number of objects to be shown simultaneously is decided by the user. A sample
multi-view video synopsis shot is illustrated in Fig. 4. The action priorities are
color coded, for example, red color represents unusual action, and green color
represents normal action. The bottom panel shows the preview of the lateral
views of each object from the original frame.

To achieve optimized length of synopsis video sequence including all the
important objects, an energy minimization optimization technique is formulated
as in (6). Simulated Annealing [12] is used to solve the optimization problem.
The energy function E(A,S) measures the cost of the selection of a subset of
objects S from total object set O given the action priority queue A. The cost
function includes Eo the loss incurred due to non-inclusion of some objects in the
final synopsis, Ec the penalty of collision or overlapping object representation,
and El a penalizing term for long synopsis video.

Minimize E(A,S) = w0Eo + w1Ec + w2El (6)
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Figure 4: Representation of dynamic video synopsis. The image in the upper
part is the top view of the surveillance site. Each object in the upper part
can be seen in the preview panel available in the bottom part of the synopsis
system. In this illustration, seven objects are identified with unique numbers in
the upper panel and their corresponding previews are available in the preview
panel.

such that El = length of synopsis, Ec =
∑

#c, and Eo =
∑
o∈O

#o−
∑
o∈S

#o where

c is the number of collision count obtained from CollisionDetection(Pi, Stemp)
described in Algorithm 1, Pi denotes the path of object i and Stemp denotes
temporary solution containing some previously selected paths. The notation
#o denotes the number of objects. If collisions are less, then there are more
probability of path i to be included in the final synopsis video.

3 Simulation and Results

To validate our proposed framework for action recognition and synopsis
generation, simulations have been carried out on four different datasets namely;
KTH dataset [13], WEIZMANN [16], PETS 2009 [8], and Lab video. The KTH
dataset comprises 85 videos of each action, WEIZMANN dataset has nine videos
of each action, PETS 2009 dataset has four multi-view videos captured with four
different cameras each having 794 frames. The Lab video is an indoor sequence
captured in the authors’ Laboratory. It consists of four cameras, each having
34438 number of frames. Four sample frames from each camera view are shown
in Fig. 5.

The proposed action recognition method along with existing schemes
like Local SVM approach [13], multi-feature and multi-kernel learning
(MF-MKL)[14], and Smart homes [15] are tested on above datasets and the
accuracy performance comparison is listed in the Table 1.

The proposed video synopsis framework is evaluated on PETS 2009 dataset,
which is an outdoor sequence and Lab video dataset, which is an indoor
sequence.

Metrics used for evaluation of the effectiveness of the proposed synopsis
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Algorithm 1: Proposed Collision Detection Algorithm

Input : A,P
Output: Number of Collision c

1 P = {P1, P2, · · · , PN}
2 Pk = {(xk(1), yk(1)), · · · , (xk(m), yk(m))};
3 Stemp = P1;
4 t = T ;

5 for k ← 1 to length(Stemp) do
6 for t← 1 to length(min(Pnew, Pk)) do

7 d =
√

(xnew(t)− xk(t))2 + (ynew(t)− yk(t))2;

8 if d < Th then
9 c = c + 1;

10 else
11 continue;

12 T = min length(P (Stemp));

13 CollisionDetection(Pnew, Stemp);

Table 1: Accuracy comparison of action recognition methods (in %)

Dataset/Method Local SVM[13] MF-MKL [14] Smart Homes[15] Proposed

KTH 94.50 95.25 91.00 95.00

WEIZMANN 92.45 90.70 92.25 94.55

PETS 2009 89.45 91.65 87.50 91.40

Lab video 85.25 87.50 76.40 85.50

Figure 5: Sample frames from four cameras of Lab video.
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method and for comparison with other existing methods are percentage of video
length reduction (R) and quality assessment ratio (Q) which are given in (7)
and (8) respectively.

R = (1− SL

OL
)× 100 (7)

where OL and SL signify original video length and synopsis video length in
number of frames respectively.

Q =
AS

AO
(8)

where AO denotes number of important actions present in the original video,
and AS represents number of important actions included in synopsis video.

Table 2: Results of proposed video synopsis method
Datasets OL SL AO AS R Q

PETS 2009 794 47 7 6 94.08% 0.90

Lab video 34438 278 21 18 99.19% 0.95

Table 2 shows the result of proposed framework based on length of original
(OL) and synopsis (SL) video, number of important actions in original (AO) and
synopsis video (AS), percentage of reduced length (R), and quality assessment
ratio (Q). Two other existing methods, fuzzy based summarization [2] and
Multi-view video summarization [5] are also tested with both datasets. Their
comparison in terms of percentage of video length reduction (R) and quality
assessment ratio (Q) are listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Comparison of percentage of length reduction and quality assessment ratio
Methods RPETS RLAB QPETS QLAB

Fu et al. [5] 92.50% 97.25% 0.95 0.91

Park and Cho[2] 87.04% 89.02% 0.71 0.47

Proposed Method 94.08% 99.19% 0.90 0.95

4 Conclusion

A simple framework for multi-view video synopsis is presented in this paper. The
framework has five stages. Existing methods are used in the first three stages,
and contributions are made in the next two stages. Performance comparison
with respect to activity recognition accuracy, percentage of synopsis length
reduction, and quality assessment ratio has been made with existing schemes.
The comparative analysis reveals the superior performance of the proposed
framework.
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